A LETTER FROM YSATIS
We have seen how this truth our Quantum scientists have just
discovered is not new, but ancient, as ancient as our origins and a
fundamental teaching in ancient Persia and Egypt. From the remote ages
of antiquity this remarkable teaching existed, which is universal in its
application and ageless in its wisdom, it has no boundaries or limitations of
age, epoch creed or race - if you have a mind, you can unlimit it and live up
to the fullest potentials you will IT to develop.
The ancient Sumerian and Hermetic Masters knew the nature of
Mind, energy, manifested matter, and man and applied this knowledge in
their lives. It is said that they built the pyramids with the power of the
mind. There are legends of the Hawaiian Huna tribes which corroborate
this, and they talk about how the ancient Huna retreated to the Nile when
the gardens of Egypt became deserts and how they had built pyramids with
the mind. With time, as we descended more and more into a materialized
world these teachings were forgotten and seen just as legends or myth. . .
After Newton, we definitely saw ourselves as atomic entities and
understood all things with a Newtonian mind. For some reason, the world
continued to do so even after Einstein, who in 1925 said, 'sorry Newton' and
gave us his formula E=MC2 and Oppenheimer's A-Bomb, dissolving
matter in front of everyone!
And most and foremost, even after the 'Shroud of Turin' in which
scientists have seen written the most awesome nuclear transformation of a
physical body into a non-nuclear one, and whose unending mysteries have
opened a gate into another dimension, a world where not even the actual
known physical laws apply!
Somehow, the world resisted all of this information and continued to view the world with the safety of a 'Newtonian mind.'
But not all is blindness! Suddenly all this has changed. It seems to be
that the masses are ready to accept the latest findings of Quantum Physics
which validate that ancient and scientific knowledge. In other words, our

latest scientific findings have given the ancient teachings a new life by
corroborating them, thus giving them the seal of legitimacy and credibility
needed in the eyes of many, who up to that point resisted the evidence.
All there is Mind.
We manifest and create reality with our thought is the teaching. So,
wouldn't you say that to have a clean mind to unlimit your life experience is
the right thing to do?
Think about it and call me if you truly want to change.
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